Opposed, actually outraged, to the building of a new nuclear plant in Monroe Michigan. I am a taxpayer in Monroe County and enough is enough.

1. DTE does not even have a place to ship off all the spent fuel rods from Fermi 2-they stay on site-mere feet away from Lake Erie.
2. The job that DTE is boasting that will be created will most likely given to outstate specialists and will be gone once the plant is built. How many people actually work at the Fermi 2 plant now? And how large is the security team that protects the plant (and they're rent-a-cop security guards at that for the most part).
3. Has Fermi 2 even turn a profit yet after all these years and this plant has lowered out electric bill by how much over the years?
4. Cancer is on the increase already in the area, and we grow a lot of crops and have lots of farm animals too.
5. DTE plans on using the old boiling water technology instead of the more expensive, safer French method/reactor type. Why is that-well it's pretty simple-It's again, all about the $$$$$$$
6. Why not not invest in a much safer technology like wind (Lake Erie-lots of wind=cheap electricity).
7. Remember Japan recently? Doesn't this part of Michigan hover over some sort of a fault line? And then there's the tornados and flood possibilities-what is DTE and the government thinking? Never mind DTE-it's all about the $$$ for them, but the government is held (or will be held) to a much higher standard which is to remove any possibility of damaging our pristine fresh water and ecology of this part of Michigan from further potential risk.
8. Remember Fermi 1 and the day we almost lost Detroit? Remember Three Mile Island. All those pre-build reports preached how safe those plants were too.
9. Germans are really smart-that's a historic fact. Why then, is Germany decommissioning all their plants? Wake UP!10
10. If DTE and their cronies are so hell bent on Fermie 3 in Monroe, Let DTE, at market value, buy out all of us property owners in the "Iodine Pill" zone of Fermi 2. We're stuck with Fermi 2 until the 20 year permit expires-oh wait-that got renewed for another 20 years, didn't it?
permit get ready to expire, 10. Let DTE pay for totally independent impact research studies from companies/specialists, chosen by the people impacted-property owners, and not by DTE's choice. While we're at it, why not let the wolves design the alarm system on the hen house?

If DTE must build another nuclear plant, build it in the middle of no where, FAR from one of the largest fresh water supplies in the country.

Otherwise, here's my challenge to the President of DTE: Buy a home within the six mile zone of Fermi, move your family into that house, and become part of our community-in other words, put your money where your mouth is (if you can bend down that far).

Any government agency/entity that would sanction Fermi 3 to be build here with all the potential risks, should be driven out of office and publically chastised.

I hope the tens of thousands of people that will be affected can find the few minutes in their busy schedule to publically revolt against this sham.
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